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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

OVERVIEW

1.

This statement of evidence has been prepared in relation to land owned by Villawood Properties
Pty Ltd affected by the Sunbury South and Lancefield Road Infrastructure Contribution Plan (ICP).
It includes land that is the subject of a joint venture between Villawood Properties and Salesian
Society. The specific land parcels are as follows:
Table 1 - Specific Land Parcels

2.

Address

ICP Property No.

40 Redstone Hill Road, Sunbury

SS-64

80 Redstone Hill Road, Sunbury

SS-68

675 Sunbury Road, Sunbury

SS-61

3-5 Macedon Street, Sunbury

LR-01

250 & 250A Racecourse Road, Sunbury

LR-02

The location of these sites are shown highlighted in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 - Sunbury South ICP
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Figure 2 - Lancefield Road PSP
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3.

Across these land parcels, there are three major land estates as follows:▪

Redstone Hill (2,500 lots)

▪

Sherwood Grange (300 lots)

▪

Raes Road (2,500 lots)

I refer to these sites hereafter as the ‘subject site’ unless I specifically discuss a particular parcel.
4.

The Sunbury South and Lancefield Road ICP applies to all land encompassed by the Sunbury
South and Lancefield Road PSPs. It replaces the interim ICP that was gazetted in the Hume
Planning Scheme on 5 December 2019 as part of Amendment C230hume.

5.

Planning scheme amendment C243hume (the Amendment) has been prepared by the Victorian
Planning Authority (VPA) who is the planning authority. The Amendment proposes to incorporate
the Sunbury South and Lancefield Road ICP into the Hume Planning Scheme.

6.

The ICP outlines how infrastructure costs are to be apportioned among parties to enable
development in the Sunbury South and Lancefield Road Precinct Structure Plans, and how land
will be provided to facilitate the required infrastructure. The ICP includes a standard levy as well as
a supplementary levy component to fund the delivery of supplementary ICP transport items.

7.

The Amendment makes various changes to the Hume Planning Scheme as follows:▪

Amends Schedule 1 (ICO1) to Clause 45.11 Infrastructure Contributions Overlay.

▪

Amends the Schedule to Clause 72.04 to delete the existing incorporated document titled
Sunbury South and Lancefield Road Infrastructure Contributions Plan, November 2019 and
includes a new incorporated document titled Sunbury South and Lancefield Road
Infrastructure Contributions Plan, April 2020.

▪

Applies the new Public Acquisition Overlay (PAO2) in favour of Hume City Council consistent
with the extension and widening of Buckland Way between Jacksons Hill precinct to the north
and Watsons Road to the south, as shown in the Sunbury South PSP.

▪

Deletes the existing PAO2 in favour of Hume City Council, which is an obsolete alignment of
the extension and widening of Buckland Way.

1.2.

GUIDE TO EXPERT EVIDENCE

8.

I acknowledge that I have read and complied with the Guide to Expert Evidence prepared by
Planning Panels Victoria. In accordance with this guide, I provide the following information.

1.3.

NAME AND ADDRESS
Sarah Kate Horsfield
Urbis Pty Ltd
Level 12, 120 Collins Street,
Melbourne VIC 3000

1.4.

QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

9.

I am a Director of Urbis Pty Ltd. I am a qualified town planner and have practised as a town
planner for over 25 years and hold a Bachelor of Applied Science (Town Planning) from RMIT.

10.

My experience includes:
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▪

2006 to present:

Director of Planning, Urbis Pty Ltd

▪

2002 to 2006:

Associate Director Urbis Pty Ltd
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11.

▪

2000 - 2002:

Manager Strategic Planning City of Kingston

▪

1998 - 2000:

Senior Planner, Tract Consulting

▪

1995 – 1998:

Statutory Planner, City of Kingston

I have extensive experience in strategic and development planning, both in growth areas and
metropolitan contexts. I have particular project experience involving greenfield development
projects across a range of localities and contexts including:
▪

Growth area planning processes across metropolitan Melbourne, including the provision of
expert evidence on PSPs and development applications in greenfield areas at Planning
Panels and at VCAT

▪

Strategic advice on matters related to the preparation and implementation of Precinct
Structure Plans;

▪

Research and advice to the VPA regarding best practice land use planning in activity centres
and employment precincts;

▪

Facilitation of major urban renewal projects of state significance

▪

Urban development proposals across a wide range of land use settings, including industrial,
retail, residential and mixed use projects.

1.5.

EXPERTISE TO MAKE THE REPORT

12.

I have been involved in the review and implementation of Precinct Structure Plans across most of
Melbourne’s growth corridors over the past decade, and have advised on matters related to
greenfield planning to both Government and the private sector.

1.6.

INSTRUCTIONS

13.

On 3rd September 2020, I was instructed by Norton Rose Fulbright, on behalf of Villawood
Property Pty Ltd to:
▪

Review Amendment C243hume and prepare evidence relating to strategic planning matters.

14. For the purposes of this report I have specifically focused my assessment on the following matters:
(a) The appropriateness of the ICP in relation to the proposed funding of the northern and southern
bridge crossings of Jacksons Creek;
(b) The ICP’s treatment of Redstone Hill as an uncredited open space.
15.

I confirm that I am the author of this report and I have been assisted by Ms Rebecca Scullion in its
preparation.

1.7.

THE FACTS, MATTERS AND ASSUMPTIONS ON WHICH THE OPINIONS
ARE EXPRESSED IN THIS REPORT

16.

In undertaking my assessment I have familiarised myself with the site and I have had regard to the
following documents:
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▪

Plan Melbourne

▪

The Hume Planning Scheme

▪

The Growth Corridor Plans (2012)
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▪

Sunbury Strategy Plan (1993)

▪

The Sunbury HIGAP Spatial Strategy 2012

▪

Documents related to Amendment VC68 to the Hume Planning Scheme (that put in place the
UGB under the Melbourne @ 5 Million and Delivering Melbourne’s Newest Sustainable
Communities process)

▪

The documents associated with Amendment C207 and C208 to the Hume Planning Scheme.

▪

Relevant Planning Panel Reports

▪

The Sunbury South PSP and Lancefield Road PSP, and supporting background documents

▪

The Sunbury South and Lancefield Road ICP, and supporting background documents.

1.8.

DECLARATION

17.

I declare that in preparing the material contained in this report I have made all inquiries that I
believe are desirable and appropriate and no matters of significance which I regard as relevant
have to my knowledge been withheld from the Panel.

1.9.

FINDINGS

18.

My findings are set out in the body of this report.
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2.

SUNBURY SOUTH AND LANCEFIELD ROAD PRECINCT
STRUCTURE PLANS

2.1.

BACKGROUND

19.

The Sunbury South PSP and the Lancefield Road PSP were first introduced into the Hume
Planning Scheme via Amendment C207 and Amendment C208 respectively on 17 January 2019.

20.

Revised versions of these PSPs were gazetted with Amendment C242 to the Hume Planning
Scheme on 5 December 2019. These revisions were made to ensure that the PSPs aligned with
the newly prepared interim Sunbury South and Lancefield Road ICP which was introduced via
Amendment C230 on the same date.

2.2.

SUNBURY SOUTH OUTCOMES

21.

The Vision for the Sunbury South precinct is set out in Section 2.1 of the document. Of relevance
are the following directions:The Sunbury South precinct will facilitate:

22.

▪

Protection of the landscape, cultural heritage and biodiversity values of the Holden Flora
Reserve, and support the emerging role of the Jacksons Creek Valley as a key regional open
space destination.

▪

Establishment of a district open space destination at Redstone Hill comprising a range of
recreation, community, and tourism functions that will attract visitors from across Sunbury and
the wider area.

▪

Development of a broader network of open space along the Jacksons Creek valley providing a
regional landscape and open space asset for Sunbury Township.

▪

Reinforcement of the established arterial road network within Sunbury, and support of the
logical extension of the local road network, including provision for a crossing of Jacksons
Creek.

The southern creek crossing is described in this same section of the PSP as playing an important
part in completing the Sunbury Ring Road:
The proposed southern link crossing of the Jacksons Creek provides for important local
connections as well as a more robust local road network for the broader Sunbury growth area.
Importantly, it will connect the core of the precinct to the east of the Jacksons Creek with the
potential future Sunbury South railway station near Vineyard Road. It forms part of an ultimate
Sunbury Ring Road network around the township. The southern link creek crossing is a key priority
for early construction to provide additional regional road network capacity (although its relative
priority for early delivery will need to be reviewed in the event of an early commitment to the
construction of the Bulla Bypass).

23.

The role of Redstone Hill as a ‘key regional open space destination’ is also highlighted in the PSP
vision (refer to Section 2.1):
The Jacksons Creek valley runs through the centre of the precinct, and provides a major regional
landscape and open space asset for the broader Sunbury Growth Area, as well as providing high
quality local amenity and a natural landscape relief from urban development. The Creek itself plays
an important biodiversity function, for Growling Grass Frogs and other important and endangered
species. In addition the proposed Redstone Hill hilltop park provides for a key regional open space
destination, with commanding views across the region and back to central Melbourne. It provides
an opportunity for a unique regional passive open space offer.

24.

Objectives to help achieve the outcomes and vision sought for the precinct are set out in Section
2.2 of the PSP. Of relevance to my evidence are the following:
Open Space, Natural Systems and Community Facilities
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‒

Objective 25 - Support the creation of a district destination-based parkland at Redstone Hill
that comprises a range of recreation, community, and tourist functions, is developed
sympathetically to its landscape significance and provides for strong physical and visual
connections to both the Major Town Centre, the Jacksons Creek regional park, and
surrounding hill tops.

Transport and Movement
‒

Objective 32 - Provide for strong, multi-modal connectivity across the Jacksons Creek,
including logical road connectivity between Sunbury Road, the Major Town Centre, and a
potential future Sunbury South Station.

‒

Objective 36 - Build upon the well-established arterial road network through the precinct with
an integrated, high quality local road network that provide strong external connections to foster
accessibility of the precinct.

‒

Objective 37 - Support strong local access to adjacent communities, in particular to the
Jacksons Hill neighbourhood to the north-west of the precinct.

‒

Objective 38 - Create a range of road configurations that promotes green links and vistas
throughout the precinct, and maximise landscaping opportunities in expanded road reserves,
in particular the twin arterial road gateways to Sunbury of Vineyard and Sunbury Roads, the
important southern crossing of the Jacksons Creek and the Melbourne-Bendigo Rail Corridor,
and along key connector and local roads, as appropriate.

‒

Objective 40 - Preserve the capacity of the regional arterial and public transport commuter
networks to support the existing connections to Sunbury and Melbourne from regional Victoria.

Precinct Infrastructure and Staging
‒

Objective 46 - Encourage development staging to be coordinated with the delivery of key local
and state infrastructure to provide cohesive and integrated neighbourhoods.

2.3.

LANCEFIELD ROAD OUTCOMES

25.

The Vision for the Lancefield Road precinct is set out in Section 2.1 of the PSP, and includes the
following:
The Lancefield Road precinct will facilitate:

26.

▪

Creation of an attractive ‘boulevard’ outcome for Lancefield Road that defines and connects
the neighborhoods of the precinct, rather than divides it.

▪

Improved local access to neighbourhood-level shopping and services for existing communities
east of Jacksons Creek, while also supporting the day to day needs of future residents.

▪

Reinforcement of the established arterial road network within Sunbury, while supporting the
logical extension of the local road network, including provision for a crossing of Jacksons
Creek.

With respect to the transport network:
The precinct will have strong transport connections to key destinations in the region and will be well
linked to the rest of metropolitan Melbourne and north-western Victoria. The nearby Calder
Freeway and the Melbourne to Bendigo Rail Line provide particularly strong regional connections
for the area. Major new infrastructure that will be easily accessed by the precinct, including the
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road some 3km to the south, will enhance regional connections to
northern and western Melbourne. Sunbury will continue to play an important regional services and
employment role for peri urban communities to the north-west of Melbourne, particularly in the
southern part of Macedon Ranges Shire, and it is therefore critical that the expanded regional
transport network continues to support this role…
… Connections to the broader Sunbury Growth Area will be enhanced with upgrades to Lancefield
Road, and through a new northern road crossing of the Jacksons Creek, connecting to Elizabeth
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Drive and as a series of local connections to adjacent neighbourhoods. The northern creek
crossing and Elizabeth Drive connection will form part of a Sunbury ring road network.
27.

Objectives to help achieve the outcomes and vision sought for the precinct are set out in Section
2.2 of the PSP. Of relevance to my evidence are the following:
Image and Character
‒

Objective 10 – Deliver a well-connected and integrated precinct adjacent to established
neighbourhoods and the broader Sunbury Township.

Transport and Movement
‒

Objective 32 - Establish an integrated and permeable transport network to encourage walking
and cycling, reduced car dependency, and maximise safety and connectivity for all road users.

‒

Objective 33 - Encourage a high-amenity street network by considering natural and heritage
features in street alignments and design.

‒

Objective 35 - Provide strong external connections to the surrounding transport network to
foster accessibility of the precinct.

‒

Objective 36 - Support strong east-west connectivity within the precinct to ensure that
Lancefield Road, the rail line, and the Jacksons Creek do not act as a barrier to local mobility,
as well as providing strong connections to the exiting Goonawarra community.

‒

Objective 38 - Preserve the capacity of the regional arterial and public transport commuter
networks to support the existing connections to Sunbury and Melbourne from regional Victoria.

Precinct Infrastructure and Staging
‒

Objective 45 - Encourage development staging to be coordinated with the delivery of key local
and state infrastructure to provide cohesive and integrated neighbourhoods.

28.

Requirement R23 and Guideline G26 also provide guidance around detailed design of the
Jacksons Creek road bridge.

29.

Table 11 (Precinct Infrastructure Plan) outlines the projects that are to be funded through the ICP.
This indicates that Jacksons Creek crossing will be 100% funded by the ICP as Project No. LR-BR01.
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3.

PROPOSED ICP

30.

The ICP comprises a Monetary Component and a Land Component.

3.1.

MONETARY COMPONENT

31.

The Monetary Component is made up of a Standard levy and a Supplementary levy.

32.

The Standard Levy is capped and collects funds towards community and recreation infrastructure
and transport infrastructure. The Supplementary levy is variable and is only used to fund transport
infrastructure.

33.

The rates in the proposed Final ICP are consistent with the rates in the gazetted Interim ICP. The
rates set out in the exhibited ICP are:
Table 2 - Monetary Component Rates
Class of Development

Levy Rate (per NDha)

Standard Levy
Residential

$213,862

Commercial / Industrial

$124,344

Standard Levy
Residential

$151,284.07

Commercial / Industrial

$151,284.07

Total Monetary Component
Residential

$365,146.07

Commercial / Industrial

$275,628.07

3.2.

MONETARY COMPNENT PROJECTS

34.

The Monetary Component funds a range of projects including:
▪

Roads (new roads and upgrades to existing roads)

▪

Intersections

▪

Bridges / Underpasses

▪

Community facilities

▪

Local sporting fields and pavilions

35.

The list of projects funded by the Supplementary Levy in Table 6 of the exhibited ICP include LRBR-01 and SS-BR-01 (otherwise referred to as the northern and southern bridge links).

36.

Details of the northern bridge (LR-BR-01), set out at Table 6b of the exhibited ICP are as follows:
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▪

Construction of a two-lane bridge which is required in the longer term.

▪

Overall cost of $103,867,741, 74% of which is to be funded through this ICP. This equates to
$76,862,129.

▪

Remaining 26% is to be funded by the future Sunbury North and Sunbury West precincts and
the associated ICP.

PROPOSED ICP
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37.

Details of the southern bridge (SS-BR-01), set out at Table 6b of the exhibited ICP are as follows:
▪

Construction of a two-lane bridge which is required in the short to medium term.

▪

Overall cost of $41,735,843, 74% of which is to be funded through this ICP. This equates to
$30,884,523.

▪

Remaining 26% is to be funded by the future Sunbury North and Sunbury West precincts and
the associated ICP.

3.3.

LAND COMPONENT

38.

There is approximately 137ha of land within the two precincts that is required for public purposes
(ie open space, community infrastructure or transport infrastructure). This is referred to as Inner
Public Purpose Land. There is also approximately 3ha of land from outside the precinct, referred to
as Outer Public Purpose Land.

39.

In accordance with the ICP Guidelines, the ICP calculates how much of that land is attributable to
the Residential development class and how much is attributable to the Commercial / Industrial
development class. Based on this assessment, Table 2 of the ICP sets out that the public land
contribution percentage is:
▪

Residential – 9.75%

▪

Commercial / Industrial – 2.64%

40.

Table 3 of the ICP lists all properties in the ICP along with the amount of public land that the
property is contributing (if any). If the area of land is less than 9.75% of the Contribution Area of
each site, then a Land Equalisation Amount is nominated. This payment may satisfy the whole
contribution or be a top-up payment to cover any shortfall. Where a property is providing greater
than 9.75%, that property will have a nominated Land Credit Amount.

3.4.

LAND COMPONENT PROJECTS

41.

Table 8 in Section 4.1 of the ICP identifies the land funded by the Land Component of the ICP.
This includes land for roads, intersections, community facilities, sporting fields and local parks.

42.

Of the 137ha of Inner Public Purpose Land, 87.9ha will be delivered within the 9.75% contribution.
The remaining 49.67ha is delivered by landowners providing more than the required 9.75%.

43.

The Land Equalisation Payments made by the ‘under-providers’ in the ICP area collect a total of
$102,020,751.22 to cover the cost of the Land Credit Payments to be made to the over-providers
delivering the 49.67ha. This equates to a Land Equalisation Rate of $1,925,073.46 per hectare.
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4.

INFRASTRUCTURE CONTRIBUTIONS PLAN
GUIDELINES

44.

The Infrastructure Contributions Plan Guidelines (Department of Land, Environment, Water and
Planning, November 2019) are an important reference point for the assessment of the ICP.

45.

Part A of this document provides an overview of the infrastructure contributions system and the
principles which underpin it.

46.

Key aspects of these principles (set out on page 9 of the document) are summarised as follows:Infrastructure is basic and essential
The provision of community, recreation, transport and drainage infrastructure and associated public
purpose land is necessary for creating liveable, sustainable and affordable new communities…
Infrastructure should be planned and designed to be fit for purpose (‘basic’) to ensure it does not
result in unnecessary additional costs (‘gold plating’) that could impact the provision of other
essential infrastructure.
Timely and orderly provision of infrastructure
Planning authorities should plan for the timely provision of new infrastructure that they can
reasonably foresee will be needed by new communities…
Need and nexus
The need for the infrastructure to be funded through, and the public purpose land to be provided
under, the ICP must be related to the proposed development of land in the ICP plan area. That is,
planning authorities must demonstrate that the development will likely use the infrastructure to be
provided.
The need for infrastructure should be considered in the context of the wider planning framework.
That context may include existing and proposed development that may also use that infrastructure,
as well as existing infrastructure that may have spare capacity
Equity
Development which contributes to the need for new infrastructure should pay a fair and reasonable
contribution towards its provision.
Developers, local government, state agencies and other stakeholders all share the responsibility for
funding infrastructure and the contribution made by development should be proportionate to the
need it is projected to generate. Accordingly, infrastructure contributions will not necessarily fund
the full cost of infrastructure to be provided through an ICP.

47.

URBIS
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These principles of equity, need and nexus have been central to my consideration of the proposed
ICP.
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5.

PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK

48.

The planning policy framework of the Hume Planning Scheme contains key policy direction that
has informed the preparation of the PSPs and ICP.

49.

A summary of the key policy references that I consider to be most relevant to this matter is
provided below:

50.

At Clause 19.02-6S, it is policy to establish, manage and improve a diverse and integrated network
of public open space that meets the needs of the community. Strategies to achieve this objective
include:
Ensure that open space networks:‒

Are linked, including through the provision of walking and cycling trails.

‒

Are integrated with open space from abutting subdivisions.

‒

Incorporate, where possible, links between major parks and activity areas, along waterways
and natural drainage corridors, connecting places of natural and cultural interest.

‒

Maintain public access ability on public land immediately adjoining waterways and coasts

‒

Ensure that land is set aside and developed in residential areas for local recreational use and
to create pedestrian and bicycle links to commercial and community facilities.

‒

Ensure that land use and development adjoining regional open space networks, national parks
and conservation reserves complements the open space in terms of visual and noise impacts,
preservation of vegetation and treatment of waste water to reduce turbidity and pollution.

‒

Protect large regional parks and significant conservation areas.

51.

At Clause 19.03-1S, it is policy to facilitate the timely provision of planned infrastructure to
communities through the preparation and implementation of development contributions plans and
infrastructure contributions plans.

52.

The following policy documents are noted as relevant to the preparation of infrastructure plans:▪

Development Contributions Guidelines (Department of Sustainability and Environment, 2003 as amended 2007),

▪

Infrastructure Contributions Plan Guidelines (Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning, November 2019)

▪

Ministerial Direction on the Preparation and Content of Infrastructure Contribution Plans and
Reporting Requirements for Infrastructure Contributions Plans

53.

Clause 19.03-2S reinforces the need to provide timely, efficient and cost-effective development
infrastructure that meets the needs of the community.

54.

At Clause 21.01-3 (Vision and Strategic Framework), the vision for the Sunbury township is
described as follows:The land use and development ‘Vision’ for Sunbury in 2040 is:
Sunbury is a unique township with a sense of community and familiarity. It is physically separate
but well connected to Melbourne and the Hume Corridor by good transport links, including high
frequency bus services and new train stations at Sunbury North and Sunbury South. An orbital link
provides greater efficiency and connectivity within Sunbury.

55.

At Clause 21.02-3 the reference to the orbital link around the township is further discussed:A new orbital road which provides connectivity across Jacksons Creek and the train line will
enhance accessibility within the township, connect new activity centres with residential and
employment areas, and minimise through traffic in the expanded Town Centre. The Bulla Bypass,
upgrades to Sunbury Road, new train stations in Sunbury South and Sunbury North, and new train
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and bus services will increase connectivity to the Hume Corridor, the Melbourne Airport and inner
areas of Melbourne.
56.

With respect to open space and Redstone Hill, this same clause also states:
Conservation and open space along Jacksons Creek and Emu Creek and their tributaries and
escarpments as well as at Redstone Hill will protect areas of significant biodiversity and landscape
value and contribute to the unique landscape and rural character of the Sunbury township.

57.

A series of objectives and strategies are then outlined to implement the growth directives for
Sunbury:
Objective 10
To facilitate the growth of Sunbury while retaining its unique landscape and township qualities.
Strategies
10.4 - Protect hilltops, escarpments, ridgelines and waterway corridors from development that
could impact on the rural outlook and the landscape qualities of the township.
Objective 12
To ensure that the growth of Sunbury is supported by an improved transport network.
Strategies
12.1 - Facilitate and safeguard the opportunity for the delivery of the transport network shown in
Figure 1 in Clause 21.07.
12.2 - Advocate for the funding and commitment for other elements of the network shown in Figure
1
12.3 - Facilitate good access and connectivity between areas within Sunbury by all modes of
transport.
12.4 - Provide for improved connections to Diggers Rest, the Hume Corridor, Melbourne Airport,
Broadmeadows and inner areas of Melbourne.
12. 5 - Facilitate an orbital loop through Sunbury comprising Elizabeth Drive, the Northern and
Southern Links across Jacksons Creek, Lancefield Road and Sunbury Road.

58.

Finally, Clause 21.07 sets out issues in relation to transport connectivity and infrastructure. In
relation to Sunbury, it notes that:
There are a number of creeks, train lines and freeways that present significant barriers to transport
connectivity, notably in Sunbury and the southern and eastern areas of the Hume Corridor.
Overcoming these barriers is expensive but necessary to connect communities, increase
accessibility to jobs, and provide genuine travel choice.

59.

The Strategic Transport Plan at Figure 1 of Clause 21.07 is shown below. The northern and
southern crossings of Jackson Creek are clearly identified as ‘major new bridges.’

60.

Supporting strategies include: Facilitate the delivery of crossings of the Jacksons Creek and train
line in Sunbury.

URBIS
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Figure 3 - Strategic Transport Plan; Clause 21.07 of Hume Planning Scheme
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6.

PLANNING ASSESSMENT – ICP APPORTIONMENT

6.1.

OVERVIEW

61.

My assessment of Amendment C243 examines the ICP’s approach to the funding and delivery of
infrastructure affecting the subject parcels described in Section 1 of this statement.

62.

My instructions were to examine strategic planning matters related to the Amendment. Arising
from my review, there are two principal issues that I consider warrant further consideration, being:
(a) The ICP’s proposed approach to the funding and delivery of the two bridge crossings of
Jacksons Creek, LR-BR-01 and SS-BR-01 (otherwise referred to as the northern and southern
bridge links).
(b) The ICP’s approach to the treatment of Redstone Hill, both as an area of landscape value and
an uncredited district park.

63.

On both issues, I am concerned that the ICP results in funding outcomes that are simply not
equitable. More particularly, I find the approach to be inconsistent with core tenets of the ICP
Guidelines.

64.

Before I explain my reasoning, I have set out an overview of the strategic planning history for the
Sunbury township below, which establishes important context for my assessment.

65.

In particular I have examined the considerable history and context surrounding the Jacksons Creek
crossings and the role of Redstone Hill, which has been shaped by decades of strategic planning
work undertaken by the City of Hume and the Shire of Bulla before that. I consider this context to
be of critical relevance in evaluating the ICP’s funding approach.

6.2.

EVOLUTION OF STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR SUNBURY

66.

Sunbury has had a curious planning history that has been marked by various changes in policy
direction over past 30-40 years. Successive Governments have grappled with Sunbury’s potential
to play a strategic role in the metropolitan growth context, resulting in contrary policy positions
about the township’s growth potential being reflected in the various metropolitan plans produced
over this period.

1960s
67.

In the 1960s Sunbury was a small country town. With just over 3,000 residents at the 1961 census,
its population had been largely unchanged since the early 1900s.

68.

In 1967, two reports on the long-term development of the metropolis were published, the first
prepared by the Town and Country Planning Board, "Organisation for Strategic Planning" and the
second by the Board of Works, "The Future Growth of Melbourne". These reports changed the
course of Sunbury’s growth potential, recommending the development of ‘satellite cities’ at
Whittlesea township and Sunbury, as part of a broader metropolitan growth model based on
directing the majority of the city’s population into designated urban ‘corridors.’

69.

The plan at Figure 4 below shows a sizeable expansion of the Sunbury township under the
Corridor-Satellite growth model (shown in pink), extending well to the north, south and west of the
existing settlement at the time.

URBIS
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Figure 4 - MMBW Future Growth Report; 1967

1970s
70.

The MMBW’s 1971 Planning Policies for the Metropolitan Region reconfirmed Sunbury as a
satellite city, and noted that both Sunbury and Melton offered prospects for large scale
development. The Outline Strategy plan shown in Figure 5 below gave effect to this concept,
reserving a large swathe of land to the north of the township within a Corridor Zone to provide for
its potential future urban expansion. At the time, the satellite cities were envisaged to grow to a
scale of around 75,000 people, on the basis that they would need to achieve a certain critical mass
of population to support a sustainable provision of infrastructure and services.

Figure 5 - MMBW Report on General Concept Objections; 1974
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1993
71.

The next major iteration in strategic planning for Sunbury was marked by the Sunbury Strategic
Plan (Shire of Bulla, 1993), which reset the growth ambitions of the earlier metropolitan plans and
abandoned the notion of a northern growth expansion.

72.

The Strategic Plan contemplated a more modest growth strategy, projecting the town’s ultimate
population to reach around 50,000 to 55,000 people. Clear limits to urban growth were defined,
generally contained within the valley and below the surrounding hilltops. Importantly, the plan
included provision for an extension of Elizabeth Drive through to Lancefield Road, requiring a new
crossing of Jacksons Creek in the northern part of the township.

73.

With the township only served by one crossing of the creek on Sunbury Road, the further easterly
expansion of the town (as proposed by the Strategic Plan), was providing impetus for the
development of a new orbital road around the town to relieve pressure on its urban centre.

Figure 6 - Sunbury Strategy Plan; 1993

Early 2000s
74.

By 2000, the new format planning scheme for Hume was in place, and largely carried forward the
strategic intent for the township’s contained urban growth that was reflected in the 1993 Strategic
Plan.

75.

Interestingly, the concept of a ring road around the township was referenced at Clause 21.03-8 of
the MSS at the time:

URBIS
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“The dissection of the town by a railway line hinders access to the town centre and the principal
employment and residential areas and reinforces the need for a ‘ring road’ in the western half of
Sunbury, improved rail crossings and off-road cycling paths.”
76.

To give effect to the ring road concept, Clause 21.03-8 (Planning scheme response) directed that
Council would:
“Apply a Public Acquisition Overlay to land affected by the future extension of Elizabeth Drive and
proposed new road connection between Jacksons Hill and Vineyard Road.”

77.

This component of the ring road is reflected in the Sunbury and surrounds Structure Plan at Clause
21.03-8 of the scheme in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7 - Sunbury and Surrounds Structure Plan - Clause 21.03.8
78.

18

The planning scheme maps as at 2000 also showed a Public Acquisition Overlay in favour of Hume
City Council in place to facilitate a key section of the northern part of the ring road, comprising a
bridge crossing of Jacksons Creek (refer to Figure 8 below). In my opinion, the existence of this
PAO suggests a very deliberate strategy and commitment on the part of Council to the ultimate
delivery of an orbital route around the town, and specifically the delivery of a northern creek
crossing.
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79.

I note that the PAO was removed in January 2019 by way of Amendment C208 (which
incorporated the Lancefield Road PSP into the Hume Planning Scheme). The removal of the PAO
enabled the funding obligation for the bridge crossing to be shifted from Council to landowners in
the PSP.

Figure 8 - Hume Planning Scheme Map 2PAO (February 2000)
80.

The introduction of Melbourne 2030 in 2002 marked another key change in policy direction for
Sunbury, formalising an Urban Growth Boundary around the township that was largely defined by
the existing urban zones. The UGB provided for only modest growth of the township, anticipating a
peak population of around 37,000 by 2016.

2005
81.

The UGB essentially ring fenced the current township. Council recognised that the town was at
something of a cross roads in its growth path, with the UGB likely to prevent Sunbury from
achieving the critical mass of population that would be needed to support a socially sustainable
level of services and infrastructure.

82.

Accordingly in 2005, Council engaged Connell Wagner to explore options for the sustainable
growth of the town. The Connell Wagner report ultimately concluded that the township needed to
grow to a population of approximately 60,000 people, if the necessary ‘regional centre services’
and required physical infrastructure were to be sustainably provided for the township and its
catchment Sunbury Strategic Framework Plan; Connell Wagner, 2005, p.1).

2010
83.

URBIS
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The Connell Wagner report provided impetus for a review of Sunbury’s UGB and growth role,
which was subsequently reflected in a much enlarged UGB introduced via Amendment VC68 in
2010, as part of Delivering Melbourne’s newest sustainable communities (refer Figure 9). The
expanded UGB was the pre-cursor for the Sunbury South and Lancefield Road PSPs.
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Figure 9 - Sunbury Diggers Rest Growth Corridor Plan (June 2012)

2012 onwards
84.

In 2011/12 work commenced in earnest by Hume Council to develop a spatial strategy to guide the
development and integration of the newly created urban growth areas with the established
township. This work culminated in the Hume Integrated Growth area Plan (HIGAP) Spatial Strategy
and an accompanying Delivery and Infrastructure Strategy, which subsequently formed the basis of
Council’s advocacy work with State Government and developers.

85.

The HIGAP Spatial Strategy observed a number of critical challenges to the growth task. Among
the foremost was the resolution of a better functioning transport network that enabled improved
cross town connectivity. Existing communities in Jacksons Hill and Goonawarra were critically
separated from the town centre by the Jacksons Creek corridor and/or the rail line, both of which
presented major barriers to cross town movement. With Station Street and Macedon Street
providing the only vehicle access across the railway line, the Town Centre was regularly congested
with through traffic. The Strategy noted that:
“Many roads within the town are at capacity or close to capacity due to incomplete orbital routes
and limited rail crossings resulting in a significant proportion of traffic travelling through the town
centre. Ensuring convenient access to the town centre while allowing for crosstown movement,
presents a key challenge for Sunbury as it grows.”
(HIGAP Strategy;
2012, p.9)

86.

20

In response, the HIGAP Strategy recommended the development of an orbital loop road, achieved
though the extension of Elizabeth Drive to Vineyard Road and Racecourse Road, the upgrade of
Lancefield Road and the construction of a Northern and Southern Link. The orbital loop is shown
conceptually in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 - HIGAP Spatial Strategy; 2012, p.15

87.

The completion of the loop road was seen to deliver wide ranging benefits to improve the
connectivity of Sunbury’s existing settlements located on the east and west sides of the creek and
rail corridors, and relieve pressure on traffic movements within and through the town centre. The
reliance upon a single Sunbury Road crossing of Jacksons Creek had meant that traffic was forced
to pass through the town centre, regardless of its final destination.

88.

The benefits of establishing a bypass loop around the township were described in the report as
follows:“This orbital loop will be supported by a network of off and on road walking and cycling
opportunities and additional rail crossings for road, public transport and walking and cycling.
Connections from Jacksons Hill to Vineyard Road and the Calder Freeway will also be provided to
better connect this residential area to the major road network. As a combination, these will enable
people to access different parts of Sunbury and enable through traffic to bypass the town centre. It
will particularly enable people on the eastern side of Sunbury to access the Jacksons Hill Train
Station, the Calder Freeway and large scale facilities in the west. Likewise, it will allow people on
the southern and western side of Sunbury to access the employment area on Sunbury Road and
the potential large scale regional facilities at the NAC.”
(HIGAP Spatial Strategy; 2012, p.19)

89.

Interestingly, the associated HIGAP Delivery and Infrastructure Strategy prioritised the southern
link as ‘fundamental infrastructure,’ recommending that it be funded and delivered by the State
Government within 5 years to connect communities on the eastern side of Sunbury to the Calder,
while the Bulla Bypass and Sunbury Road upgrades were completed.

90.

Similarly, the northern link was identified as ‘required infrastructure,’ for delivery by the State. The
HIGAP report considered both of these links suitable to be funded by GAIC, with the report noting
that the southern link should be a key priority for delivery using GAIC contributions collected in
Sunbury.

URBIS
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6.3.

BACKGROUND WORK TO SUNBURY SOUTH AND LANCEFIELD ROAD PSPS

91.

The HIGAP Spatial Strategy and Delivery and Infrastructure Strategy essentially set the
foundations for the key transport and community infrastructure requirements to support the growth
of Sunbury. Following Council’s adoption of these strategies in 2012, the VPA commenced work on
two of the four new PSPs that formed the basis of the expanded UGB.

92.

A series of background documents were prepared by VPA to inform the PSPs, including a general
Background report to the Sunbury South and Lancefield Road PSPs (2016), and an Infrastructure
Coordination and Delivery Strategy (2016). These documents were exhibited as part of the public
exhibition process for Amendment C207 and C208.

93.

These background documents are specifically relevant in establishing clear direction around the
intended strategic role of the proposed creek crossings in the broader township context, and the
specific benefits expected to flow for the established township.

94.

In particular, the VPA’s Background Report (2016) noted the following benefits arising from the
delivery of the creek crossings:
“The Sunbury/Diggers Rest Growth Corridor Plan identified two crossings of Jacksons Creek to be
investigated. As a result of the introduction of these bridges, GTA determined the following:
▪

The Sunbury town centre would experience a reduction between 2,000 and 5,000 vehicles per
day with the introduction of both bridges regardless of the Outer Metropolitan Ring road
(OMR);

▪

Sunbury Road between Barkly Street and Francis Boulevard will experience approximately
10,000 to 15,000 vehicles per day less with the introduction of the two bridges regardless of
the OMR;

▪

Vineyard Road north of the interchange will experience between 1,000 to 4,000 fewer vehicles
per day; and

▪

Melbourne-Lancefield Road will experience a reduction between 3,500 and 5,500 vehicles per
day with the introduction of the two crossings, regardless of the OMR.

Overall, it was found that there is clearly a reduction in traffic through the Sunbury town centre with
the introduction of the two bridges and across the precincts as a whole. As a result of the findings
in support of the creek crossings, both are now reflected in the relevant PSP.”
95.

The VPA’s Sunbury Infrastructure Coordination and Delivery Strategy (2016) takes this further,
describing the pivotal role that the crossings would play in shaping Sunbury’s transport connectivity
and amenity:
“It is acknowledged that there are particular items that will be ‘city shaping,’ in terms of their scale
and/or the impact they will have in facilitating or influencing the development of Sunbury.
These include the southern Jacksons creek crossing (part of an ultimate Sunbury ring road), the
Bulla Bypass/Sunbury Road upgrade, and the Sunbury South train station. In the longer term this
also includes the Sunbury North train station, the northern Jacksons Creek crossing, and the
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road.”
(Sunbury Infrastructure Coordination and Delivery Strategy; VPA, p.1)

96.

22

The northern link is identified in the report as a longer term priority, noting that it too will play an
important role in improving connectivity and access arrangements for both existing and newlyestablished areas of Sunbury.
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6.4.

PANEL REPORT ON SUNBURY SOUTH AND LANCEFIELD ROAD PSPS (DEC
2017)

97.

The Panel report for Amendments C207 and 208 largely confirmed the strategic basis of the PSPs
and the infrastructure proposals underpinning the growth plans.

98.

The benefits of delivering the northern and southern links for regional transport connectivity and
movements within the town centre were again confirmed:
“As presented to the Panel, the traffic modelling shows that the introduction of the southern link,
and to a lesser extent the northern crossing, will reduce traffic travelling through the Sunbury town
centre and potentially on Sunbury Road.”
(Panel Report on Amendments C207 & 208; Dec 2017, p.32).

99.

While the southern link was widely acknowledged as a strategically important and high priority
connection to be delivered, the need for the northern link was more broadly debated. In particular,
various submitters questioned whether it would deliver significant connectivity benefits, and
whether it should be a priority for funding through the ICP given the inherent environmental
constraints, engineering complexity and major cost likely to be involved in constructing the bridge.

100.

Ultimately, the Panel recommended that the northern crossing be retained in the PSP, but that
further strategic justification and visual assessment be carried out closer to the time of its
construction.

101.

In the years following gazettal of the PSPs, there has been considerable further interrogation
around the need for and benefit derived from the delivery of the northern bridge link, with traffic
modelling suggesting only marginal benefits for the functioning and operation of the Sunbury road
network. I note that this issue has recently been the subject of review by the conclave of traffic
experts for the ICP hearing held on the 16th and 20th October 2020, and that the consensus
reached by the conclave was that the northern bridge link is not warranted from a traffic modelling
perspective. I will discuss this further later in this evidence statement.

Comment
102.

What all of this history points to is the pivotal role that the orbital route and creek crossings have
been envisaged to play in redressing the lack of connectivity that has arisen from the township’s
radial structure. As far back as the 1993 Sunbury Plan, the concept of an orbital route around the
town was contemplated as a means of relieving pressure on the town’s urban centre.

103.

It is evident that the impetus for the two crossings of Jacksons Creek pre-dates the current PSPs,
with repeated references to the importance of these connections in strategic planning documents
dating back to 2000 and earlier. Virtually all of these documents have reiterated the strategic role of
these crossings in relieving congestion, enabling traffic to bypass the town centre and delivering
improved connectivity and permeability to the benefit of the township as a whole.

104.

From the evolution of strategic planning work outlined above, my conclusions are as follows:
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▪

There is clear and unambiguous direction found in the history of strategic planning work for
Sunbury that suggests that the southern Jacksons creek crossing and to a lesser extent the
northern crossing will serve a broader ‘city shaping’ role for the township.

▪

The need for these crossings was evident and indeed referenced in strategic plans for the
town well prior to the expansion of the UGB in 2010, which enabled the current PSPs.

▪

The northern crossing was the subject of a PAO in favour of Council that was put in place in
prior to 2000, and has only recently been removed, signalling the Council’s commitment over
this period to the delivery of the northern portion of the orbital loop.

▪

There appears to be broad consensus that the ring road and the southern creek crossing in
particular will generate benefits that extend to the existing residential communities in Sunbury
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as well as the new growth communities, in particular relieving pressure within the town centre
and on Sunbury Road, and enabling improved connectivity for neighbourhoods presently
divided by the creek.
▪

Both Council and VPA have characterised the creek crossings as crucial elements in the
completion of Sunbury’s regional road network, with the southern link in particular regarded as
a high priority for delivery in the short term.

▪

The Council’s HIGAP Delivery and Infrastructure Strategy (2012) specifically recommended
that the southern link be prioritised for delivery by the State within the next 5 years, suggesting
that it should be a key priority for delivery using GAIC contributions collected in Sunbury.

▪

While the bridge crossings are proposed to be delivered as part of the implementation of the
Sunbury South and Lancefield Road PSPs, it is clear that the need and impetus for their
delivery arises at least in part from a broader need to improve the permeability and
connectivity of the township’s transport structure.

6.5.

ICP FUNDING APPROACH TO JACKSONS CREEK NORTHERN AND
SOUTHERN BRIDGE CROSSINGS

105.

The exhibited ICP proposes to fund the two bridge crossings through the Supplementary Levy,
apportioning the total cost between the four growth area PSPs (Sunbury South, Lancefield Road,
Sunbury North and Sunbury West – refer to Figure 11).

106.

Under the Ministerial Guidelines for Preparation of ICPs, there are various criteria guiding the use
of a supplementary levy, including considerations around whether the land has particular
topographical, geographical, environmental or other physical constraints or conditions that
significantly affect the estimated cost of allowable items to be funded through the infrastructure
contributions plan. In this case, the topographical and environmental challenges associated with
delivering bridge crossings within the Jacksons Creek environment establish a basis for the use of
a supplementary levy.

107.

According to Annexure 1 to the Ministerial Direction, the construction of a road bridge is an
allowable item for inclusion in a supplementary levy, provided it is not wholly or partially funded
from the standard levy, and forms part of the Council arterial road network.

24
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Figure 11 - Sunbury Growth Area PSPs

108.

For both the northern and southern bridges, the ICP proposes 74% of the infrastructure cost to be
funded by the current ICP and the balance funded by the future ICP for the Sunbury North and
Sunbury West PSPs. The apportionment approach and relevant costs are shown in the table at
Figure 12 below. I have assumed that the costs have been apportioned based on each PSP’s
share of total population within the growth area as a whole, although this is not confirmed in the
document.

109.

The Panel report for Amendments C207 and 208 made specific comment on the VPA’s proposed
apportionment approach, confirming support for an approach based on population growth
proportions between the relevant PSPs. In particular, the Panel noted that:
“There is agreement that the cost of the significant PIP items for the delivery of the Sunbury Ring
Road, notably the two crossings of Jacksons Creek and the two road under rail crossings, should
be apportioned between the two current and two future PSPs. The issue is what methodology
should be used to determine that apportionment. The Panel is inclined to agree with Capitol’s
submission that the VPA’s approach of basing the apportionment on the proportion of the
population growth within each PSP is appropriate. The VPA approach is straightforward and based
on population growth proportions which are not in dispute. The alternative proposed by Council,
which is based on traffic generation modelling, is by its nature open to debate.” (Panel Report on
Amendments C207 & 208; Dec 2017, p.26).
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Figure 12 - Supplementary Levy Transport Construction Projects (Sunbury South and Lancefield Road ICP)

6.6.

ASSESSMENT AGAINST THE ICP GUIDELINES

110.

The Infrastructure Contributions Plan Guidelines produced by DELWP (November 2019) provide
clear guidance to support the preparation, implementation and administration of ICPs. As a starting
point, they require that an ICP must be strategically justified and linked to the planning policy
framework. Typically this occurs by setting the strategic basis/foundation for the required
infrastructure within the PSP.

111.

In preparing an ICP, the Guidelines stipulate that a planning authority must be able to demonstrate
that:
▪

the area is undergoing, or is planned to undergo, growth or change

▪

the proposed development in the area will generate a need for new or upgraded infrastructure
and public purpose land

▪

the infrastructure and public purpose land to be funded or provided through the ICP is basic
and essential to the health, safety or wellbeing of the community

▪

the cost of infrastructure is fairly and equally distributed

▪

the ICP has a reasonable timeframe.
(ICP Guidelines; Nov 2019, p.38)

112.

In considering whether the cost of infrastructure is fairly and equally distributed, the Guidelines call
for careful consideration of the principles of need, nexus and equity, as follows:
Need and Nexus
The need for the infrastructure to be funded through, and the public purpose land to be provided
under, the ICP must be related to the proposed development of land in the ICP plan area. That is,
planning authorities must demonstrate that the development will likely use the infrastructure to be
provided. The need for infrastructure should be considered in the context of the wider planning
framework. That context may include existing and proposed development that may also use that
infrastructure, as well as existing infrastructure that may have spare capacity.
Equity
Development which contributes to the need for new infrastructure should pay a fair and reasonable
contribution towards its provision. Developers, local government, state agencies and other
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stakeholders all share the responsibility for funding infrastructure and the contribution made by
development should be proportionate to the need it is projected to generate. Accordingly,
infrastructure contributions will not necessarily fund the full cost of infrastructure to be provided
through an ICP.
113.

These are well established tests that have guided the development contributions system in Victoria
for many decades.

114.

I have established earlier that the proposed bridge crossings will serve both the new PSP
communities and the established areas of the township, delivering regional connectivity
improvements and improved local access. In practice, this means there is a wider planning unit that
is relevant in determining how the cost of delivering this infrastructure should be fairly apportioned.

115.

The Guidelines specifically contemplate circumstances in which there may be a need to apportion
costs for an infrastructure item outside the ICP plan area. In particular:
“In general, external apportionment of the cost of a supplementary levy allowable item should only
be required where the project is located on the edge of the ICP plan area and the need for that
infrastructure is also generated by development outside the plan area.” (ICP Guidelines; VPA,
2019; p.46)

116.

While the ICP has proposed a component of external apportionment for the funding of the two
bridges, this does not extend beyond the future PSP areas to the north and west of Sunbury.
Concerningly, neither of these PSPs are identified for commencement on the VPA’s work program
in the foreseeable future, which raises questions around how the southern link in particular will be
funded in the short term, when it is dependent on funding that may not be realised for a decade or
more.

117.

Sunbury’s unique context and historical development as a satellite township also warrants
consideration in determining the approach to apportionment. Over the course of its history, it is
clear that that the isolated context of the town and its lack of critical mass has inhibited it’s ability to
support a comprehensive provision of services and infrastructure.

118.

The PSP processes have presented an opportunity to redress these infrastructure deficiencies,
while also ensuring the new neighbourhoods are supported with appropriate retail, employment,
community facilities and strong transport links to the existing township. As a consequence,
resolving a fair and equitable approach to the apportionment of infrastructure costs between the
new and existing communities is potentially more complex than might be the case in many other
greenfield contexts.

119.

The Guidelines clearly state that infrastructure contributions will not necessarily fund the full cost of
infrastructure to be provided through the ICP. Logically, this would be the case where it can be
established that the need for the new infrastructure does not arise solely as a consequence of the
urban development enabled by the PSP. In that circumstance, the Guidelines make it clear that the
contribution required by the ICP should be proportionate to the need that the new development is
projected to generate.

120.

In my opinion, there is little question that the need for the bridges arises at least in part from the
township’s incomplete urban structure, as opposed to a need that is entirely generated by urban
development within the new growth areas. Both the existing Sunbury township and new growth
areas will materially benefit from the delivery of the bridge crossings, a fact that has been
acknowledged in all of the key background documents supporting the PSPs.

121.

Accepting that this is the case, it follows that the cost of the funding of the bridges should be fairly
apportioned between both the existing township and it’s new growth areas.

122.

The Guidelines direct that where the cost of an infrastructure item is to be apportioned, the
responsible authority will need to:-
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▪

quantify the proportion of the need for the item that will be generated by the proposed
development of land in the ICP plan area;

▪

identify how the remaining proportion of the item’s cost will be funded, and the staging of the
provision of the item by the development agency.
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123.

If these matters are not set out in the precinct structure plan or strategic plan, they should be set
out in the ICP.

Comment
124.

Having regard to the preceding analysis, I do not believe the apportionment approach proposed by
the ICP is consistent with the core principles and directions set out in the ICP Guidelines. The
approach fails to acknowledge any component of external demand for the bridge infrastructure
generated by the existing Sunbury township, which has been well established through section 6.2
of this statement.

125.

The ICP Guidelines acknowledge that ICPs will not necessarily fund the full cost of infrastructure to
be provided by the ICP. The progressive expansion of the Sunbury township over the past few
decades has not been matched by an appropriate provision of supporting infrastructure to enable
the town’s proper integration and connectivity.

126.

The PSPs have been prepared around this context, and in many respects have been required to
address some of these pre-existing infrastructure gaps, while also delivering local infrastructure to
support the new neighbourhood development.

127.

To require only the growth area ICPs to absorb the full cost of bridge connections that the VPA’s
own Infrastructure and Delivery Strategy describes as ‘city shaping’ for the Sunbury township, is
simply inequitable. Moreover, it is fundamentally inconsistent with the principles of need and nexus
enshrined in the ICP Guidelines.

128.

In my opinion, a fair and equitable approach would see the cost of the bridges apportioned across
the township as a whole (encompassing both the established and new growth areas), given that
they will directly benefit the whole township population.

129.

A fairer method of apportionment would be to distribute the total cost of the bridges on a share of
population basis, across the whole township. This would avoid growth area developers being
required to fund the full cost of infrastructure for which there are clearly benefits that flow to
communities outside the current and future ICP areas.

130.

I have examined Villawood’s proposed approach to apportionment that is set out in their
submission to the Amendment, which is reproduced below. I understand it is predicated upon using
projected population numbers in the four PSPs and existing population in the established town as a
basis for apportioning the infrastructure costs.

131.

This approach would require 33.7% of the infrastructure cost to be borne by the established areas,
and ultimately funded by Council.
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Figure 13 - Sunbury PSP
132.

I strongly support this approach on the basis that it gives effect to the core tenets of the ICP
Guidelines to ensure that the cost of infrastructure is fairly and equally distributed.

Recommendation
I recommend that the ICP be modified to incorporate a revised apportionment approach for
the funding and delivery of LR-BR-01 and SS-BR-01, that acknowledges an appropriate
component of external demand generated by the existing township population, along the
lines of the approach in Figure 13.
Further Traffic Considerations
133.

As noted earlier, the conclave of traffic experts held on 16th and 20th October 2020 has resulted in a
signed statement confirming agreement to the removal of the northern bridge link from the ICP, on
the basis that it is not necessary from a traffic modelling perspective.

134.

Further agreement was reached in relation to the apportionment approach to funding the southern
bridge link, that attributes 25% of the cost to the established Sunbury township.

135.

On the basis of these conclusions, I consider the removal of the northern bridge link from the ICP
an appropriate outcome. I note it would also result in a significant reduction in the supplementary
levy component, which will have flow on benefits for housing affordability in the precinct.

PSP IMPLICATIONS
136.

URBIS
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The removal of the northern bridge link from the ICP would have consequential implications for the
PSP urban structure and transport framework. I do not believe the necessary changes to the PSP
would need to be made prior to the approval and gazettal of the ICP. I note that there have been
other ICP’s approved (eg Minta Farm) where the ICP adopts a modified list of infrastructure items
to those described in the PSP. In that circumstance, the VPA noted that a subsequent amendment
to the PSP would need to be made to bring it into alignment with the ICP, but that this would occur
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as a tidy up amendment after the approval of the ICP.I see no reason why a similar approach could
not be pursued in this circumstance.
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7.

PLANNING ASSESSMENT – REDSTONE HILL

7.1.

OVERVIEW

137.

Redstone Hill is characterised in the Sunbury South PSP as an area of important landscape value.
Largely, this appears to be derived from its topography and visual prominence as a notable hilltop
within the broader landscape.

138.

Consistent with other areas in the PSP that are designated as having ‘landscape value,’ the ICP
treats the Redstone Hill land as encumbered. It is therefore deemed to be uncreditable open
space.

139.

However, the PSP also classifies Redstone Hill as a ‘District Park’ in the Sports and Reserves table
in the PSP (Table 7), and contemplates the use and embellishment of the land for a variety of
‘destinational’ recreation uses (including a regional playground, kiosk, amphitheatre, informal knock
about space, etc).

140.

The designation of the land as serving a district park function in the PSP would suggest that the
land should indeed be credited as open space, given that the PSP requires it to perform an
important open space function for the local and broader community. The district park role also
brings obligations for the developer of the land to embellish the park commensurate with its district
park function, at no cost to Council.

141.

The PSP clearly identifies dual roles for Redstone Hill - both an area of landscape value and a
district park with broad recreational importance. The ICP however treats the land as entirely
encumbered and assigns no open space credit.

142.

In my opinion, this approach is inequitable and inconsistent with other ICPs and earlier DCPs
where district parks have typically been treated as creditable open space.

143.

I recommend that the ICP’s treatment of Redstone Hill be reconsidered such that it’s contribution to
the open space/recreation needs of the Sunbury South community is fairly credited.

144.

I have set out the basis of my reasoning below.

7.2.

LANDSCAPE VALUE OF REDSTONE HILL

145.

Redstone Hill is one of several conical hills arising from the volcanic plains surrounding Sunbury.
It’s contribution to the overall landscape has long been recognised in the history of strategic
documents that preceded the PSP.

146.

The HIGAP Spatial Strategy shows Redstone Hill as a ‘hilltop’ within regional open space, while the
Sunbury– Diggers Rest Growth Corridor Plan (2012) appears to be where the designation of
‘landscape value’ is first used. This terminology has been carried through to the Sunbury South
PSP.

147.

The Precinct Features Plan at Plan 2 of the PSP shows Redstone Hill as an area with ‘landscape
values’ and recognises the existing strategic views from the hilltop (refer to Figure 14 below).

URBIS
ICP EVIDENCE
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Figure 14 - Precinct Features Plan, Sunbury South PSP; 2017

148.

Section 3.6 of the VPA’s Part B submission to the Panel hearing for Amendment C207 & C208
provides some clarity around the meaning of the term ‘landscape values’:
The exhibited PSPs include relatively extensive areas identified as ‘regionally significant landscape
values’ on Plan 3 (Future Urban Structure). These broadly follow the key waterway corridors and sit
outside the developable area of the precincts.
For exhibition, those areas comprised:
‒

land considered to have particular regional landscape significance, including valleys,
escarpments and hilltops (as the name suggests); and

‒

land that would be challenging to develop having regard to appropriate drainage of the land,
and for which drainage works have not been included in the draft PSPs.

In respect of the first category of land, to identify these areas the VPA:
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‒

commenced with the land designated as ‘landscape values’ in the Growth Corridor Plan;

‒

used contour plans to obtain ‘break of slope’ information; and

‒

undertook a refinement process with Melbourne Water on a reach-by-reach basis to finalise
the plans, through observations of 3D modelling.

149.

It would appear that the land has been designated as encumbered on the basis of it’s landscape
significance, as opposed to it’s topography presenting a major constraint to development. The
land is not otherwise encumbered by native vegetation, biodiversity, cultural heritage or drainage,
and the hilltop itself forms a relatively flat plateau, with the sloping sides of the hill still accessible
and able to be traversed to provide access to the hilltop.

150.

The PSP Land Budget treats all areas of landscape value as uncredited open space, and
accordingly the land has not been included as Inner Public Purpose land in the ICP.

7.3.

REDSTONE HILL DISTRICT PARK

151.

Within the Open Space plan in the Sunbury South PSP, Redstone Hill is identified in the legend to
the plan as an area of landscape value, but is also described on the plan with the open space
identifier SS-DP-01.

Figure 15 - Open Space Plan. Sunbury South PSP (Plan 7)

152.

URBIS
ICP EVIDENCE

Table 6 of the PSP then provides details of the size, typology and function of all of the parks and
reserves shown on Plan 7. Within this table, SS-DP-01 (Redstone Hill) is described as a ‘District
Park’ with an approximate area of 17.03ha. It is the only district park nominated in the open space
table, and its role is described as follows:
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‘Redstone Hilltop Parkland: Will accommodate a range of destinational recreation uses. Scale to
public reserve to be determined. See Figure 9 for further information.”
153.

This role is echoed in the PSP Vision, which confirms the district function of Redstone Hill and
envisages that it will comprise ‘a range of recreation, community, and tourism functions that will
attract visitors from across Sunbury and the wider area’.

Figure 16 - Extract from Table 6 - Sports Reserve and Open Space
Delivery Guide, Sunbury South PSP
154.

Figure 9 of the PSP goes on to provide an indicative concept for the Redstone Hill Parkland that
illustrates potential future uses/development that are considered to be compatible with its district
park function. These include an informal kickabout space, regional playground, outdoor function
space, amphitheatre, lookout – all of which have a clear recreation value to the broader community.

155.

Two areas of ‘Local Park’ are also defined on the plan, being SS-LP-20 (1.89ha) and SS-LP-22
(0.75ha). Both of these local parks are included in Table 6 and are proposed to be credited in the
ICP.
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Figure 17 - Plan 9 Sunbury South PSP

156.

To support the implementation of this plan, Guideline G57 of the PSP requires that a masterplan
must be prepared for the Redstone Hill Parkland before the subdivision of the land, which responds
to the Concept Plan at Figure 9. The Guideline stipulates that:-

The masterplan should:
▪

reflect the district ‘destination’ scale of the park

▪

define a range of appropriate facilities consistent with its district role

▪

respond to the topography, view lines, existing vegetation and structures at the hilltop, and

▪

have regard for interfaces with adjoining development

▪

confirm future ownership/management of the parkland, including the area of any public
reserve.

to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
157.

URBIS
ICP EVIDENCE

(Sunbury South PSP; 2019, p42)

This requirement raises a critical question around the future ownership and management of the
park, as neither the PSP or ICP provide a mechanism for the parkland to be protected and
managed in public ownership. As it stands, the developer is essentially being required to:▪

set aside some 17.3ha of land as a permanent reserve;

▪

embellish it to accommodate a range of recreational activities/purposes for broad community
access and enjoyment;

▪

potentially manage the land into the long term;
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without any form of credit.
158.

I do not consider this approach to be fair or equitable, or necessarily consistent with the approach
to land that has been identified has having a district park function in other ICPs.

159.

I note there are further obligations set out in the PSP with respect to the embellishment works that
must be provided for all open space within Table 6, at the developers cost. In particular,
Requirements 109 and 110 at Section 3.7.2 of the PSP, set out all works that must be carried out
prior to the transfer of public open space to the Council. This requirement applies to all public open
space in Table 6, including the District Park at Redstone Hill.

160.

These works include:
▪

Removal of all existing and disused structures, foundations, pipelines, stockpiles, and
contaminated soils.

▪

Clearing of rubbish and weeds.

▪

Levelled, topsoiled and grassed with warm climate grass (unless conservation reserve
requirements dictate otherwise). For the district open space, this requirement does not apply
to areas identified as ‘open landscape’ in Figure 9, unless otherwise specified in an approved
masterplan.

▪

Provision of water tapping, potable and alternative water connection points. Sewer and gas
connection points must also be provided to land identified as a sports reserve and community
facility.

▪

Planting of trees and shrubs.

▪

Provision of vehicular exclusion devices (fence, bollards, or other suitable method).

▪

Maintenance access points.

▪

Installation of park furniture including, shelters, furniture, rubbish bins, local/district scale
playground equipment, local/district scale play areas, drinking fountains and kick about spaces
and appropriate paving to support these facilities, consistent with the type of public open
space listed in the open space delivery guide (Table 6) and Figure 9 (where relevant).

161.

This would suggest that the District Park is expected to perform a comparable community open
space function to all other designated local parks and sports fields within the PSP.

162.

However, the Precinct Infrastructure Plan in Table 9 of the PSP specifically excludes the district
park from the list of construction and land projects that will be funded through the ICP. The
reasoning for this is not made clear.

Figure 18 - Extract from Table 9 (Precinct Infrastructure Plan) Sunbury South PSP

163.

36

I have examined the Ministerial Direction on the Preparation and Content of Infrastructure
Contributions Plans and am satisfied that there are no impediments to the ICP being used to fund
the delivery of land for a District Park.
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164.

I note that the Minta Farm ICP proposes the delivery of ten areas of creditable open space, six of
which are identified as ‘local’ and a further two being classified as ‘district park’. The ICP provides
for the funding of all local and district parks.

165.

In relation to embellishments within the District Park, I do not believe that this falls within this list of
allowable sport and recreation facilities identified in the Ministerial Direction. Further, I do not
consider the works would be eligible for funding under a supplementary levy, on the basis that they
are not ‘essential.’

166.

Consistent with the Infrastructure Contributions Guidelines, I consider that improvements to local
parks and open space reserves are the responsibility of the developer.

Comment
167.

The PSP identifies Redstone Hill both as a District Park and an area of intrinsic landscape value.
The vision for the district park outlined in the PSP suggests that it will attract visitors from Sunbury
and beyond, highlighting the regional function that the reserve will play. In my opinion, it is
reasonable to expect that higher-order public open space reserves should be credited.

168.

The characterisation of the district park as an area that also has ‘landscape value’ has essentially
shifted the park into the uncredited open space category in the PSP Land Budget.

169.

This approach is somewhat at odds with the Masterplan for Redstone Hill Parkland at Figure 9 of
the PSP, which encourages the land to be developed for a variety of low intensity tourism and
recreation uses, including built form (cafes, kiosk, lookout, etc), on the expectation that there will be
an explicit public benefit generated. This would suggest that the land is not necessarily
undevelopable, or entirely encumbered by the ‘landscape value’ ascribed to the hilltop. That being
the case, I do not believe it is fair or equitable for the parkland to be rendered uncreditable.

170.

I also note that the PSP Guidelines require the owner of the land to construct and embellish the
District Park at their cost. I believe that it is unreasonable to expect a landowner to fund the
embellishment of a higher-order reserve when no credit for the land is being provided.

171.

To designate the land as undevelopable, uncredited, but still expected to developed in a manner
that fulfills a key role in Sunbury’s network of parks and recreation areas, is in my opinion
unreasonable.

Recommendation
172.

For the reasons set out above, I recommend that the ICP be revised to treat the Redstone
Hill District Parkland as part of the credited open space network.

Amendments to the Proposed ICP
173.

Adding additional land to the proposed ICP for the Redstone Hill District Park will require recalculation of the Public Land Contribution percentage as the total amount of public land across the
ICP area will increase.

174.

This will also require recalculation of the land credit and equalisation payments that have been
included in the ICP. If any properties become over-providers, then that additional land must be
valued pursuant to Section 46GN of the Planning and Environment Act 1987. That value would
then be referenced in the ICP as the credit payable to the owner of the affected parcels. The value
of that credit would then be distributed across the under-providers, meaning the value of
equalisation payments in the ICP would also be adjusted.

175.

Whilst this creates some administration I do not believe it would trigger re-exhibition of the ICP.
Section 46GO of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 only requires notice to be given to overproviders of land. Any disputes about the valuation are referred to the Valuer Generals office.

URBIS
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Amendments to the Gazetted Sunbury South PSP
176.

I acknowledge that including the land for the Redstone Hill District Park as credited open space will
also necessitate amendments to the Sunbury South PSP. I do not see this as an issue that
should prevent the Panel from supporting amendments to the exhibited ICP.

177.

There are already discrepancies between the exhibited ICP and the gazetted PSPs in relation to
the apportionment of the creek crossings. The VPA has not sought to correct this via this Planning
Scheme Amendment.

178.

I also refer to the final Minta Farm ICP which was recently considered by a Planning Panel. In the
Minta Farm example, the final ICP proposed by Amendment C269 to the Casey Planning Scheme
funds a completely different range of projects to those set out in the gazetted Minta Farm PSP.
The VPA has deliberately chosen not to prepare and exhibit the associated changes to the Minta
Farm PSP. Their Part B submission to the Amendment C269 panel states at paragraph 10:
The VPA’s Part A submission contained (at Appendix A) a table of the proposed changes to the
ICP incorporated document and Infrastructure Contributions Overlay (ICO2). The finalisation of the
ICP will also require minor amendments to the PSP as part of a separate amendment to ensure
consistency and operation as intended, in accordance with Appendix A to the Part A submission.

179.

38

On the basis of this precedent, I do not believe the Panel should see amendments to the PSP as a
deterrent for recommending the changes to the proposed ICP that I have recommended in this
statement.
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8.

CONCLUSIONS

180.

On the basis of the preceding assessment I recommend the following changes be made to the ICP
prior to its finalisation and gazettal:

(a) The ICP be modified to include a revised apportionment approach for the funding and delivery of LRBR-01 and SS-BR-01, that acknowledges an appropriate component of external demand generated
by the existing township population, generally along the lines of the approach in Figure 13 of this
statement.
(b) The ICP be amended to treat the Redstone Hill District Parkland as part of the credited open space
network.
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DISCLAIMER
This report is dated 15 October 2020 and incorporates information and events up to that date only and
excludes any information arising, or event occurring, after that date which may affect the validity of Urbis Pty
Ltd (Urbis) opinion in this report. Urbis prepared this report on the instructions, and for the benefit only, of (Instructing Party) for the purpose of Expert Evidence (Purpose) and not for any other purpose or use. To
the extent permitted by applicable law, Urbis expressly disclaims all liability, whether direct or indirect, to the
Instructing Party which relies or purports to rely on this report for any purpose other than the Purpose, and to
any other person which relies or purports to rely on this report for any purpose whatsoever (including the
Purpose).
In preparing this report, Urbis was required to make judgements which may be affected by unforeseen future
events, the likelihood and effects of which are not capable of precise assessment.
All surveys, forecasts, projections and recommendations contained in or associated with this report are
made in good faith and on the basis of information supplied to Urbis at the date of this report, and upon
which Urbis relied. Achievement of the projections and budgets set out in this report will depend, among
other things, on the actions of others over which Urbis has no control.
In preparing this report, Urbis may rely on or refer to documents in a language other than English, which
Urbis may arrange to be translated. Urbis is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness of such
translations and disclaims any liability for any statement or opinion made in this report being inaccurate or
incomplete arising from such translations.
Whilst Urbis has made all reasonable inquiries it believes necessary in preparing this report, it is not
responsible for determining the completeness or accuracy of information provided to it. Urbis (including its
officers and personnel) is not liable for any errors or omissions, including in information provided by the
Instructing Party or another person or upon which Urbis relies, provided that such errors or omissions are not
made by Urbis recklessly or in bad faith.
This report has been prepared with due care and diligence by Urbis and the statements and opinions given
by Urbis in this report are given in good faith and in the reasonable belief that they are correct and not
misleading, subject to the limitations above.
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